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CHAPTER FIVE 

 
FATE:  Everyone has his own specific vocation or mission in life to carry out a concrete 

assignment which demands fulfillment. Therein he cannot be replaced, nor can his life be 

repeated. Thus, everyone's task is as unique as his specific opportunity to implement it.  
Viktor Frankl 

 

 For almost ten years after most of the spurious tax cases were filed against Leo 

Wanta, he continued to serve his country.  He spent most of 1985 in China and most of 

1986 in the Philippines working with President Ferdinand Marcos.  Marcos was in 

trouble in 1986.  Wanta had taken letters from President Reagan to the Philippine 

President for his signature.  Marcos held the title of President of the Philippines from 

1965 to 1986. He was a lawyer, member of the Philippine House of Representatives 

(1949–1959) and a member of the Philippine Senate (1959–1965). He was Senate 

President from 1963–1965.   In 1983, the Marcos government was under suspicion of 

complicity in the assassination of his political opponent, Benigno Aquino, Jr.    The 

Filipino people were outraged and that single event became the catalyst for the People 

Power Revolution in February 1986 that led to the removal from power of Ferdinand 

Marcos and his wife, Imelda.  He was exiled in Hawaii.  News headlines were filled with 

stories about the billions of dollars Marcos supposedly embezzled from the Philippines 

and invested in the United States, Switzerland and other nations of the world.  It is easy 

to see that President Reagan would need Wanta’s covert intelligence boots on the ground 

as he wound his way through some sticky foreign policy decisions.   

 If you are a typical human being, you are by now asking yourself if this is a 

biography – a work of non-fiction – or is it a new way of approaching Wonderland with 

Alice?  Am I digging a rabbit hole and asking you to dive into it? 

 As a banker, when I first heard the words “$27.5 trillion,” I shook my head in 

disbelief.  I did not believe that much money existed in the world!  Now, years later, I 

find my government in debt to the tune of $16 trillion (while the Federal Reserve System 

less than two years ago was secretly making almost zero interest loans – another $16 

trillion – to Wall Street bankers and to bankers and private corporations in Europe and 

Asia), my views on that subject have changed! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippine_Senate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_Senate_of_the_Philippines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_Senate_of_the_Philippines
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 No.  Leo/Lee Emil Wanta and his story are both quite real.  Before undertaking 

the enormous task of writing his story, I spent time with him on the telephone every day 

for three years.  Some days we talked a half-dozen times.  Towards the end of 2011, our 

conversations became less regular as I began the work of putting together all of the files I 

had gathered.  We are talking about thousands upon thousands of pieces of paper – about 

2,500 of them in the form of court transcripts and thousands more of handwritten notes 

from Lee and other documents.  Many of the handwritten notes were written in current 

times, some written while he sat on the floor of a prison cell between 1993 and 2001 

when he was released.  It brings tears to my eyes to see them… that such a fine man 

should be so insulted by a nation he served with honor and dignity. 

 Some of the documents I have come from the Ronald Reagan Library, some are 

intelligence field reports sent by Leo Wanta to President George H.W. Bush, Vice 

President Dan Quayle, President Bill Clinton, President Barack Obama, and others.  

Some are letters to Leo from George H.W. Bush or Senator Charles Grassley or 

Congressman Toby Roth… numerous people wrote to him.  Grassley and Roth both 

wrote letters to President Reagan recommending Wanta to be Inspector General of the 

Department of Defense.  Other well-known names did, too.  Copies of these letters can be 

found in Chapter One links. 

 Some of the documentation includes items as simple as a list of telephone calls 

made from the Ambassador Hotel in Zurich just prior to his Suisse Sûreté arrest in 1993.  

Well, the list of numbers is simple… the numbers were, at the time, highly secret.  For 

example, one number was the telephone on Bill Clinton’s desk where, when Leo checked 

into the Ambassador Hotel in Geneva and was told to return a telephone call, an 

interesting reaction resulted.  After taking a moment to refresh, he placed the requested 

call and the phone was answered “This is Mickey Lee…”  Wanta thought he was saying 

“This is Micky – Lee…” using his birth name, Lee rather than Leo. 

 “Mickey who – and what the hell are you doing answering this phone?” came the 

Wanta response.  The phone was President Clinton’s private line.  He was told… “This is 

Mickey Lee Kantor.”   The huff in Kantor’s voice making it clear that Mickey Lee was 

insulted by being confronted in such a way by a mere covert intelligence operative.  Lee 

Wanta has never been a mere anything. 
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 This sounds like such a harmless incident, yet it helps to understand what 

happened to Leo Wanta on  July 7, 1993 when the Suisse Sûreté arrested him… that it 

was members of his own government that turned on him because they wanted the fortune 

he had amassed for the people of America.   He was, after all, just a “junkyard dog” for 

Reagan who had been held over through the George H. W. Bush Administration and now 

the Clintons.  In July of 1993, Bill Clinton had been in office only a few months.  That 

phone call, made a mere week before his arrest, the number recorded by the hotel, proved 

that Leo Wanta was who he said he was on the day the Swiss arrested him.   Had Wanta 

been in Switzerland doing what the Wisconsin Department of Revenue accused him of 

(evading state taxes), he would not have had the personal telephone numbers of the 

highest members of the United States government at his disposal.  Had the Swiss 

bothered to investigate this (which I’m sure they did – and ignored it after finding the 

Treasure Trove of intelligence information Wanta carried with him in a blue nylon 

Diplomatic bag), they would have known (did know) he was precisely who he said he 

was:  A covert intelligence agent working for America. SOMALI DOCUMENTS 

 The Suisse Sûreté swore this guy they arrested must be nuts because he kept 

insisting he was an intelligence operative for the United States government (they called it 

“mythomania,” I believe).  He also insisted that he was an Ambassador to Switzerland 

and to Canada, as well, for the nation of Somalia.  The list of phone numbers called by 

Leo Wanta from the Ambassador Hotel in Zurich while he was a guest there proves he 

was precisely who he said he was.  The Suisse Sûreté says is did not investigate 

sufficiently to find the telephone numbers (which shows how surface level the 

investigation was).  It seems more reasonable to assume they did investigate and needed 

to stall for time to absorb the intelligence information Wanta carried with him – to correct 

data Wanta had gathered about unlawful Swiss bank involvement in Operation Chaselet, 

the operation Wanta had been sent by the FBI to investigate.  We would call it 

“destroying evidence of a crime.”   

 The point is, it would have been very easy for them to check… Wanta told them 

about the phone calls.  There were numerous calls to other secret numbers in Washington, 

D.C. on that list (I have a copy), to numbers the average tourist – or crook – wouldn’t be 

carrying with him.  He was carrying his Somali Diplomatic Passport (proving he was 
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who he said he was).  How do I know that?  Records confirm that when Wanta re-entered 

the United States after being jailed in Switzerland, he re-entered America using the 

Somali Diplomatic Passport.  Since the Swiss took the Passport from him, they knew 

very well that he was who he said he was. 

 The Swiss will forever be unable to explain their choice to ignore Ambassador 

Wanta’s status in their country.  He stated he was an Ambassador.  He was traveling on a 

diplomatic Passport.  Secretary of State Warren Christopher told Wanta he could use 

either his Diplomatic Passports or his U.S. Passport, but had to surrender one of the two; 

Wanta surrendered the U.S. Passport to Christopher. 

 The Swiss are (and were) obligated under the Vienna Agreements signed in 1980.  

These Agreements establish diplomatic immunity, among other things.  Before the Swiss 

could make any legal decisions involving the person of Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta, 

international law dictated they first had to determine his diplomatic status.  If he was a 

legitimate diplomat to Switzerland, he was immune to the courts of Lausanne – or any 

other local courts.  He had diplomatic immunity.  The Swiss chose to ignore Wanta’s 

claims of diplomatic immunity and treat him as they would a criminal… though no 

crimes had been committed (other than the bogus taxes Wisconsin said he had run to 

Switzerland to evade – the ones involving Falls Vending Service, Inc.).  The point is, the 

Swiss did not have that choice.  The moment the claim of diplomatic immunity was 

made, they were obligated to hold a Court hearing to determine the legitimacy of the 

claim… which the Swiss never did.  Leo Wanta never saw the inside of a Swiss 

courtroom the entire time he was in prison in that country: 4.5 months.  So much for the 

vaunted stories about the wonderful system of justice in Switzerland!  Switzerland’s 

“justice” system can be held in high repute only if one believes promotional pieces rather 

than actions taken proving otherwise. 

 

 But that is the challenge of telling you this story.  Little details left out of the tale 

lead readers – and authors – astray.  They must be included… and they must be included 

in the order they occurred (or they will get mixed up with thousands of other details of 

other incidents that make up Wanta’s history).  And I’m violating my own rule, here.  I’m 
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getting ahead of the story.  Before we get to Switzerland and the Wanta take-down, there 

is other territory to cover. 

 In Chapter Two, I wrote about Ronald Reagan’s Executive Order 12333 and how 

it was used to create Title 18 Section 6 corporations.  You will find on that handwritten 

list provided me by Leo Wanta of some of his Title 18 Section 6 corporations the name of 

New Republic / USA Financial Group, LTD, incorporated in Jackson, Mississippi in June 

of 1988.  New Republic became an Austrian Corporation four months after the 

Mississippi Corporation was closed.  It filed as New Republic Financial Group Ltd. 

ES.m.b.H., Registration No. HRB 41.851, No. 1, in February, 1990, in Wien/Vienna, 

Austria, and had offices at Kartnerstrasse 28/15, A-1010, Wein, Austria.  The telephone 

was 513.4235.  Information documented by Claire Sterling in Thieves’ World (Simon & 

Schuster, 1994) regarding a gold sale dated February 4, 1991 provides absolute published 

evidence of the Austrian corporation’s existence prior to the Wisconsin Department of 

Revenue’s statements – lies – in Wanta’s May 8-11, 1995 criminal trial for tax evasion.  

Remember the date of the gold sale…  February 4, 1991.  New Republic Austria was 

founded in February 1989, about four months after the Mississippi New Republic was 

closed and Leo Wanta was a resident of Vienna, Austria, serving as Director General of 

New Republic in Austria.  The Jackson, Mississippi office was closed.  An offer to buy 

gold from Bank Parabas in France, dated in October 1990, is more proof that New 

Republic Austria was in place by 1990: 
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 Kartnerstrasse (in the U.S., it would be Kartner Strasse – or, Kartner Street; in 

Austria and other Germanic-speaking nations, it’s one word), the office location for New 

Republic Austria, is lined with lime trees, pavement cafes, traditional and fashionable 

shops, elegant boutiques and shopping arcades.  The name comes from the southern state 

of Karnten (Carinthia).  Nearby tourist attractions include St. Stephen’s Cathedral.  St. 

Michael’s is also there – right across the street from Lee’s residence and offices.  He said 

the bells from St. Michael’s Cathedral used to waken him on Sunday mornings and he 

never had to look at his wrist watch, just look out a window at the huge clock atop St. 

Michael’s.  He had offices on the 6
th

 floor of the building and lived in the penthouse one 

floor above the offices.  Other tourist attractions on Kartnerstrasse include Schonbrunn 

Palace, Belvedere Palaces which contain the Austrian Galleries, the Imperial Palace, the 

Vienna State Opera (which Wanta enjoyed attending with Austrian President Thomas 

Klestil when supporting charitable events), and the Natural Museum of History.  These 

buildings and the people who worked in them were his neighbors.  Beneath the junction 

of Kartnerstrasse and the Ring is Vienna’s first underground pedestrian area, opened in 

1955.  It, too, has shops and snack bars.  Most of the buildings on Kartnerstrasse (which 

was documented as early as 1257 under the name “Strata Carinthianorum”) are historic.  

Most are 18
th

 century.  The Maltese church has features dating back to 1265 – 900 years 
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old – and has numerous coats of arms of the Knights of Malta.  The Kartnerstrasse 

address is what we in the United States would call “trendy.” 

 Austrian President Thomas Klestil was, like Wanta, a colorful character.  When 

he served as an Ambassador for Austria to the United States, he held out a helping hand 

to a young Austrian man seeking a Hollywood career:  Arnold Schwarzenegger.  Klestil 

died of heart failure on July 6, 2004… two days before his term in office was to officially 

end.  Also interesting is that his date of birth, November 4
th

, is the same as Wanta’s wife, 

Joanne.  Russian President Vladimir Putin attended Klestil’s funeral as did United 

Nations Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (who was President of Austria prior to 

Klestil’s election).  Arnie attended, too – but by then he was the Governor of California. 

 One funny story Lee mentioned when we discussed his days in Vienna has to do 

with his office location.  His penthouse was key coded in the elevator.  Only he could get 

to where he lived, but one day on the elevator on the way to his office located on the floor 

beneath his apartment, a woman looked at him and asked, “You got time?”  He thought 

she meant her watch wasn’t working and she needed to know what time it was.  He 

looked at his own watch and told her.  The elevator stopped, someone got on and went to 

the next floor up and got off.  Once again, when the two of them were alone in the 

elevator she asked, “You got time?”  Once again, he told her.  When he got off of the 

elevator at his office floor, he explained the strange experience to others in his office and 

they laughed heartily.  When he asked them what they were laughing so hard about, they 

explained to him that the woman was asking if he had time… for a few stolen clandestine 

moments.  She was a prostitute. 

 It was through New Republic in Austria that Leo Wanta began his steady assault 

against the Soviet Union Ruble (SUR).  Rather than tell the story from files provided by 

Wanta, let’s look at what the newly-formed Russian Federation had to say about what 

caused the Soviet Union to collapse. 

 In January 1991, criminal case Number 18/5922-91 stunned everyone 

internationally.  The Russian government had gotten in bed with a bunch of international 

con men to swap all of the rubles in circulation in return for black market dollars.  A 

covert multi-nation attack against the SUR had been targeted from Poland, Germany, 

Belgium, Italy, Austria, Sweden, Switzerland… and the United States, Turkey and 
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Singapore.  We know from the list of Title 18 Section 6 corporations provided in writing 

by Leo Wanta that he owned corporations in Austria, Switzerland, Singapore, Hong 

Kong, Canada, Philippines, Malaysia, Russia and the United States – and more.  We 

know from a list of bank accounts in the name of Leo Wanta and/or his corporations, he 

had accounts in all of these listed nations – and more. 

 According to the final report issued by Russia’s Commission of Inquiry dated 

March 1, 1991, the newly-formed Russian Federation was practically invaded by Western 

“businessmen” wanting to do deals with the new Federation.  There is no doubt that Leo 

Wanta was at the head of that line.  In October, Wanta proposed a swap of US$5 billion 

for 300 billion rubles.  That would make the deal 28 rubles to the dollar (half of the black 

market rate).  Wanta’s offer would increase over a period of five years to US$50 billion 

for 300 billion rubles.    This offer is documented by Russia’s own Commission of 

Inquiry.  Wanta offered to spend the dollars to import Western goods for what he has 

often spoken to me of as “an emergency situation.”  He said “The Russian people had 

nothing when the Soviet Union fell.”  He requested an immediate line of credit of 

140,000 rubles to invest in the new Russian economy.   

 “I brought everything from Tampax to frozen chickens into Russia,” he told me.  

It was the right thing to do for the people – especially since Wanta had been involved in 

causing the collapse of the Soviet Union Ruble.  He is a man of conscience.  In that 

regard, it is important to remember that the Soviet Union Ruble was going to collapse – 

much as the U.S. Federal Reserve Note (which some call the U.S. Dollar) is going to 

collapse in the not-too-distant future.  Those who blame Wanta for causing the currency 

to fail tend to forget that Wanta’s actions did not bring down the ruble.  The greed and 

corruption of the Soviet apparatchik (apparatchik is a blindly devoted official, follower, 

or member of an organization) and an historically unworkable political system called 

socialism brought down the government; Wanta was just there to put it on a time 

schedule compatible with an advantage to the United States.  The ruble would have failed 

with or without Wanta. 

 Regardless of why the ruble failed, it is part of the reason the Wanta-Reagan-

Mitterrand Protocols set aside US$30 billion for the Russian Federation:  to help the 

people.  Leo Wanta has all of the respect in the world for the people of Russia.  The way 
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Wanta structured this deal – a joint venture corporation – RUSS – giving 50 percent 

ownership to the Russian government and 50 percent to himself – think what this deal 

provided Wanta:  Complete control of both dollars and rubles  WANTA/RUSSIAN 

FEDERATION AGREEMENT 

 Several contracts were offered the Russians.  They were desperate to attract 

capital into the country.  Remember, in general the SUR was not a convertible currency 

that could be used outside of the satellite nations of the Soviet Union (exceptions to this 

existed with certain gold-backed ruble currency).  The members of the Presidential Task 

Force had identified that weakness as the key to destroying the value of the Soviet 

currency. 

 In another study done by Russia’s Center for Global and Strategic Studies, 

“Russian currency was sold off by the aircraft container.  Dozens of such containers were 

flown to Zurich and then delivered to clients by truck.”  In describing his purchase of 

Soviet rubles, Leo Wanta told me he loaded so many Brinks trucks with SURs and sent 

them to Holland for counting and deposit with settlement banks he lost count. 

 New Republic was able to get boatloads of rubles from the USSR and, on average 

it cost them from 18 to 28 cents per ruble.  At the time, the Soviet Union valued its 

currency at $1.20 per ruble. USSR pension funds, for example, were in the same kind of 

danger American pension funds are today. How many pension fund managers in this 

country would willingly sell their dollar assets at a steep discount if a strong foreign 

currency – like the Chinese renmenbi/yuan or the Brazilian reais (until 1942, the real) – 

was offered for their dollars?  In other words, America sits in the same sniper’s gun sight 

in 2013 that was directed at the Soviets in the 1990s.  An accident?  Or, revenge?  If it is 

the latter, the people can thank the United States government which has prevented 

Ambassador Wanta from gaining access to his funds – a government which has stolen 

much of the total $27.5 trillion – because Wanta planned to give billions and billions of 

dollars to the former Soviets to help the new Russian Federation recoup its losses. 

 Everyone – almost anyone – was glad to trade dollars for rubles with the 

American company called “New Republic.”  Leo Wanta replaced rubles with U.S. dollars 

at the embassies, foreign funds, KGB funds, Soviet pension funds, postal funds, military 
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GRU funds, Soviet central bank funds – Wanta’s New Republic of Vienna was picking 

up Soviet currency from everywhere.  

 When New Republic got the currency under its control, Brinks of Holland picked 

it up, then wrapped, verified and delivered it to New Republic's Singapore Settlement 

bank.  

 New Republic sent 70 billion in Soviet Union Rubles to the Development Bank of 

Singapore.  The rubles, valued by the Soviets at $1.20 per ruble, meant Wanta’s US$70 

billion – for which he had paid only about $14 billion – was worth US $84 billion.  The 

Soviets argued about the $1.20 per ruble amount… it was the Soviet government’s 

valuation of its currency, not Wanta’s.  This was a huge amount of currency the Soviets 

had to put through the international monetary settlement system and they wanted “a 

deal.” 

 Leo Wanta finally agreed to accept a value of only $1.08 per ruble (multiply 

$1.08 rubles times $70 billion) – but, remember, he had only paid from 18 to 28 cents per 

ruble – sometimes less – not $1.20 or $1.08.  The Soviets thought they were getting a 

great deal because rather than having to pay the Settlement Bank $1.20 per ruble, they 

only paid (Leo Wanta) $1.08. 

 Leo and his Singapore partner at Aneko Credit PTE  Ltd, His Excellency Kok 

Howe Kwong, (PTE in Singapore translates to “Private;” in English it can easily be 

interpreted to mean “Point”; used herein, it means “Private”) also talked with Germany, 

Poland, Pakistan, Hungary, India, China, and other countries that owed money to the 

Soviets. They offered to swap rubles with these countries, valuing the currency at “xx” 

cents U.S. per SUR.  New Republic made a profit from these trades, too – but something 

much more significant happened when this deal was put on the table to those who owed 

the Soviet Union money.  It allowed countries that were in debt to them to repay their 

USSR debt for “xx” cents to the dollar rather than the $1.20 at which the USSR still 

pegged their currency.  This will be a bit difficult to follow because it is impossible to use 

a specific “cents” number.  Different countries were able to purchase rubles for different 

amounts and if a specific number is inserted, some nation is going to squeal because they 

paid more… another nation will laugh because they paid less.  The point that needs to be 

made (because it is a critical point) is that the real devaluation of the SUR occurred 
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because Wanta and Kok sold discounted currencies to nations in debt to the Soviets so 

that huge amounts of rubles re-entered the Soviet bloc at a hugely discounted rate. 

 This was the final blow to the ruble.  The Soviets were loaning rubles pegged at 

$1.20 per SUR (via trade or bank credit), but it was being repaid to them at a cost to the 

debtor nations of “xx” cents per ruble.  This action is what triggered the destabilization 

and eventual depreciation of the Soviet currency.  By this single action, Leo Wanta re-set 

the value of the ruble to a much lower level. The currency fell as a result of this strategy.  

Say you go to bed one night with $10,000.00 in your checking account and waken the 

next morning with $6,666.66 in the account because every nation indebted to the U.S. 

government is able to pay their debt for 2/3 of actual debt costs.   This strategy flooded 

the Soviet market with low-cost rubles… just as what Ben Bernanke is doing with U.S. 

Federal Reserve Notes is flooding America with dollars… and China holds trillions of 

dollars of our debt that can be sold to nations indebted to us.  If China made the same 

daring decision, the result would be the same.  You would wake up one morning with 

from 1/3 to 2/3 less in your checking account than you had when you went to bed last 

night and rampant inflation of the cost of goods would occur at the same time – grocery 

shelves would be bare.  Pray someone with a conscience like Leo Wanta comes along and 

brings consumer goods into your nation… goods that enable you to survive. 

 When the currency hit bottom, the Soviet financial system needed cash. Wanta, 

through New Republic, agreed to purchase 2,000 metric tonnes of gold from the USSR 

central bank using dollars created from the sale of rubles that had cost him only 18 to 28 

cents each – on average, a 75 percent discount from the actual cost.  I would again point 

out that the $150 billion that came from the Treasury Department to fund Leo’s operation 

had been paid in full much earlier.  Leo Wanta, through his company, New Republic, was 

making huge profits. The money used to buy the 2,000 metric tons of Russian gold 

belonged to Wanta, personally – and so does the gold he bought with that money.  Wanta 

moved the gold to Singapore where it was re-smelted into 12.5 kg bars and he then stored 

it in Kloten, Switzerland. 

 Leo Wanta had already created a huge fortune larger than the gross domestic 

product of the individual nations of the world.  Still, he continued.  He bought prime bank 

guarantees at 7.5 percent annual interest that had ten year plus one-day maturities – his 
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company, New Republic was buying them at a 66 to 68 percent discount par value per 

hundred million dollars and could either loan them or sell them or transfer them at 88 to 

92 percent – which meant they were making twenty million dollars par value per hundred 

million invested and they were doing this over and over again, every hour on the hour. It 

generated a tremendous amount of money… and that’s how Leo Wanta created his $27.5 

trillion fortune.  

 I said earlier that Leo Wanta was the Trustor for the Presidential Task Force and 

the guardian of the original $150 billion President Reagan used to implement this plan. 

He repaid the $150 billion within six months. Under Executive Order 12333 (and a 

couple of others), the money he invested and earned after the $150 billion was repaid to 

the government was his, not the government’s.  

 And then, things changed in the blink of a black cat’s eye.  

 Leo was in Vienna, Austria – where he had been a legal resident since June of 

1988 (to be granted the status of “legal” resident, he had to live there full-time for six 

months prior to June) – and was working with the Chinese against the USSR. He went to 

Singapore to meet with his Chinese counterpart, Kok Howe (pronounced “Howie”) 

Kwong. Howe’s father was a recognized, highly respected former Chinese Warlord and 

was very highly placed in the Chinese government.  Because Howe’s uncle had been 

elected to a very high office in Singapore, he had to divest himself of his Aneko 

ownership and Howe’s father had an idea about how to keep the uncle’s bank ownership 

in the family.  Howe’s father told Lee that if he would put up $25 million, Howe’s father 

would put up $25 million for his son and Lee and Howe could purchase and own Aneko 

Credit Pte, Ltd., a Singapore Licensed Underwriter.  What is an underwriter?  An 

insurance company?  Or, a bank?  In American parlance, it is a bit of both.  Leo gives me 

the example of a Singapore bank lending a large sum to China.  Aneko would 

“underwrite” – or insure – repayment of the loan.  Using good credit sense and access to 

a large base of money, Aneko was able to help China rebuild its banking base.  China had 

lost the trust of commercial banks and needed to rebuild its perception of a nation that 

could pay its debts.  Some Americans may react negatively to that, thinking they would 

be happier with a less stable Chinese banking system.  Believe me when I say, one thing 

you do not want in this world is a nation with a population of over a billion people having 
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a bankrupt banking system.  Whenever that has happened in history, it has meant war.  

Why do you think the United States has been war involved in the Middle East for over 

ten years?  War stimulates a nation’s economy.   

 Leo and Howe met at the Sheraton Hotel in Singapore, 1986, while Leo was 

working to help settle the Ferdinand Marcos problem for Ronald Reagan in the 

Philippines.  Howe was Leo’s equal and opposite working on behalf of the Chinese 

government… they, too, have “junkyard dogs” who are contract covert intelligence 

operatives that do not work for Chinese government intelligence agencies.  The two of 

them worked together informally against the Soviet Union.  Both the American and 

Chinese governments feared the Mafiya-controlled form of communism that had taken 

root in the Soviet Union and a decision was made that in certain areas – drugs, currency, 

nuclear weapons and other areas of mutual interest, the two governments could work 

together via their “junkyard dog” intelligence contacts.   The two men became close 

friends and Howe’s father saw Leo Wanta as a good mentor for his son.  Thus, when 

Howe’s uncle had to give up his ownership of Aneko Credit Pte Ltd, Howe’s father made 

the two men the offer of ownership.  Over 20 years after Howe’s death, Leo Wanta still 

refers to Howe as “brother.” 

 A short time after Bill Clinton won the 1992 Presidential election (which dealt a 

shock to the Bush Senior Administration), Wanta says former President George H.W. 

Bush came into Aneko to do business while visiting Singapore and was unaware an 

intelligence operative named Leo Wanta was now co-owner of a Singapore underwriting 

firm in which Bush had an offshore account. Leo says when he saw him at Aneko, the 

President stared at him.  Leo could almost see the question in Bush’s mind forming on 

the former President’s lips.  “What are you doing here?” 

 As the story has been told to me – and I have no documentation on this other than 

Leo Wanta’s word and all I can say is I’ve never caught him in a lie – when this former 

President of the United States found out that Leo and Howe owned the underwriting firm 

with which Bush did business – Aneko Credit Pte Ltd in Singapore – he demanded half 

of the value of Aneko as a pay off – whether for himself, personally, or for the U.S. 

Treasury, I have no idea (though the fact that this man had an offshore account with 

Aneko makes one think it was personal)  – and this gets back to the importance of who 
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did the money belong to and when.  The above story has been documented in numerous 

articles and has never been challenged in the courts.  For those aware of the Wanta saga, 

this may give you some insight as to why George H.W. Bush once vowed that “Leo 

Wanta will never get paid as long as I’m alive.” 

 Leo says his partner, Howe, blew up at Bush’s suggestion.  Howe threw 

expletive-deletives at the former President probably not heard by Bush in years.  I seem 

to remember Leo telling me that when Bush said “Pay me, or else…” Howe used the 

word mother as an adjective, not a noun.  When an insulted and enraged Bush left the 

office, Leo explained to Howe that American Presidents weren’t used to being spoken to 

in such a manner.  Aneko was worth $864 billion and President Bush, Leo says, wanted 

to be paid $432 billion – $216 billion from Howe, $216 billion from Leo Wanta.  There 

was no further known contact regarding this conversation.   

 Two weeks later, May 15, 1992, Howe died of rat poison in Singapore General 

Hospital. 

 General Vernon Walters confirmed to Leo Wanta that a hit had been put out on 

him for that same night. It was only by the grace of God he missed the trap that had been 

set for him.  For example, instead of calling for the limo, Wanta wanted to get to the 

bedside of his dying partner as quickly as possible.  He exited from a door of the 

Mandarin Hotel where he stayed while in Singapore where taxi cabs were always 

available and grabbed a vacant one.  Had he called for the “secure” limo, he doubts he 

would have gotten to the hospital.  And the cab driver, upon being told by his passenger 

he had a friend in the hospital emergency room, took Leo to the emergency room 

entrance, not the main entrance to the hospital (where, evidently, another team of contract 

assassins awaited his arrival). 

 As Leo entered Howe’s hospital room, the agent who had called to notify him of 

the tragedy appeared stunned to see Wanta.    

 “Wha… what are you doing here?” he asked, stuttering. 

 “You called me,” Leo replied.  “You told me Howe was going into a coma and is 

dying.” 
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 “I know,” the man replied, still unsure of how to handle a situation he had not 

expected, “but… but -- how did you get here?”  He clearly hadn’t expected Leo Wanta to 

arrive at the hospital. 

 Leo shook his head, quickly told him he came by cab, and moved to Howe’s 

bedside.  He was told Howe had just died.  As a Catholic lay minister, Leo quietly 

baptized his friend. 

 In the aftermath of the tragedy, Leo needed to get out of Singapore.  Yet, he was 

needed for the investigation.   

 When that happened, Leo documented in writing that Dan Quayle arranged for 

him to leave Singapore and get into Canada. He lived in a secure situation in Toronto for 

almost a year. 

 An interesting letter from that time offers insight into the many complications 

Wanta was about to face… complications that perhaps made the decision to throw him 

under a bus and burn him easier for those sitting in Nashville and Washington, D.C., and 

New York, and Maryland.  It was sent the day after Kok Howe Kwong died of rat poison 

in a Singapore hospital.  We know from the following letter that Howe died on May 15, 

1992. 
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 So, we once again have the lawyer who was formerly with the U.S. Attorney 

General’s office who had written Wanta’s Last Will and Testament and who had 

removed himself from one of the bogus Wisconsin tax cases at a critical time (83-CV-

1073, the case “they” won) involved in Leo Wanta’s legal documents… both the writer 

and the recipient of the letter claim to be lawyers for Leo Emil Wanta – yet look at the 

next-to-last paragraph of page two of the letter.  Wanta’s former lawyer friend now has in 

his possession files relating to Leo and one of them relates to a Reagan/Bush conspiracy 

regarding the Contra War.  Ramakrishnan divulges to Wanta’s former lawyer one of Leo 

Wanta’s undercover names:  Frank Ingram and discloses that is the name Wanta uses 

when he is under contract with the FBI.  Had Ramakrishnan been a very thorough man, 

he would have used Ingram’s full name (it would have made far more sense to anyone 

reading it):  Frank B. Ingram… the initials FBI.  When reporting directly to the Office of 

the President, Wanta’s undercover name was Rick Reynolds, the same initials as the 

President he so admired. 
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 Ramakrishnan divulges that the Contra War unauthorized funding was being 

directed by Vice President George Bush… that according to the files Wanta’s former 

lawyer had – files the lawyer probably had no clue about until Ramakrishnan provided 

those key insights – Wanta had a lot of money in banks around the world. 

 Perhaps a good end to the impact Leo Emil Wanta had in the destruction of the 

Soviet ruble and the resultant fall of the Iron Curtain can be quickly seen through the eyes 

of a Netherlands newspaper article (only the portion of the article that deals with Wanta 

is published below… it is a very long article):  “The Other Side of the Exchange Scandal” 

from Kleintje Muurkrant, a newspaper published in the Netherlands,  January 23, 1998.   

 

 “That is evident from the story of LEO EMIL WANTA, the Managing 

Director of the ‘NEW REPUBLIC FINANCIAL GROUP’ and partner of De 

Groot in the mysterious game in connection with the Ruble.  A story which 

has essentially been confirmed by the FBI. 

 

“The CIA Connection 

1. “Wanta, born in Appleton, Wisconsin, (sic) worked, 

according to his own statement, since 1963 for the American 

authorities in the shadow world of crime and secret services.  

The financial expert got onto a good footing with General 

VERNON WALTERS, Nixon’s number two at the CIA and 

later Reagan’s representative at the Vatican.  In the 80’s, his 

activities expanded themselves as a result of the need of the 

‘battery’ of obscure organizations which President Bush 

launched in great tempo.  He also had lively contacts with 

top FBI members.  He assisted them, for instance, beginning 

1981 with the infiltration and elimination of a mafia 

organization which occupied itself with the unfriendly 

exploitation of gambling machines.  At the end of the 80’s 

during the presidency of George Bush, he got into even 

deeper waters.  Even before the De Groot’s accomplices 

appeared on the scene at the Red Square in Moscow, Wanta 

had, as the Managing Director of the New Republic 

Financial Group, already plotted the route which the group 

of international financiers would follow afterwards during 

the attack on the Ruble.  That the pioneer’s work with the 

CIA-linked whiz-kid must have been of a high standard was 

once again evident in Dec. ’91 some time after the 

publication of the Ruble scandal in the international press.  

At that time he again concluded, as for him, extremely 

favourable deal with the Russian Government, whereby it 

was agreed that he would deliver food in exchange for oil.  

Ruble and dollar accounts were opened with the Status 

Credit Bank of Singapore in the name of the Asian-Europe 

Development Ltd. Company, a front firm of the CIA.  This 

belonged to Wanta’s impressive network of companies 
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spread all over the world, which was created by him for his 

financial manipulations, often ordered by the American 

authorities.  Another company within his network was the 

mysterious AmeriTrust Society [Barnewall note:  

AmeriTrust (Suisse) Societe, Geneva].  According to Wanta, 

it had the crazy amount of 250 billion dollars under 

management, which was parked on a bank account number 

in Switzerland.  The account was opened at the time when 

George Bush swayed the scepter at the White House (1981-

1992) and evidently belonged to the White House.  Thanks 

to an avalanche of publications since the first appearance of 

‘pentiti’ such as Dick Brenneke and Oscar LeWinter, it has, 

meanwhile, become clear that in the Bush period the CIA, as 

well as the DIA (the American Military Secret Service) and 

the Mossad strengthened their hold on the international 

weapons and drugs trade enormously.  Even if it were 

merely to be able to finance their collective secret operations 

in Nicaragua, Afghanistan and the Middle East. 

 

“The arrest of an Ambassador 

  “At the beginning of the 90’s, Wanta became Ambassador of 

Somalia in Canada.  The ‘how’ and ‘why’ is mysterious, but one thing is 

clear; diplomatic strings must have been pulled fiercely.  In April 1993 the 

Ruble-manipulator changed functions and was appointed Somalian 

Ambassador in Switzerland.  Beginning June ’93, Ambassador Wanta, in 

Switzerland, received a sign from the White House, which had only recently 

been occupied by the Clintons, to prepare an important financial transaction, 

which needed to happen via Credit Suisse.  70 billion dollars had to be 

transferred from the AmeriTrust account to the American Treasury and 250 

million dollars to the account of the Children’s Defence Fund, of which 

Hillary Clinton was the President.  Beginning of July, VINCE FOSTER, the 

number two of the Judicial Department in the White House [Barnewall note:  

Number Two in the White House Counsel’s Office], booked a room at the 

Hotel De la Paix in Geneva. 

 

  “On July 7 Foster arrived at the reception desk of the luxurious 

hotel.  Shortly afterwards, Wanta arrived [Barnewall Note:  a Credit Suisse 

bank courier arrived] with a briefcase full of bearer shares.  He passed it to 

Foster and after having checked the contents, Wanta received a non-

negotiable bank cheque. [Barnewall Note:  Wanta did not receive a non-

negotiable bank cheque and did not meet with Vince Foster that day because 

he was arrested in Lausanne.]  After having exchanged the usual civilities, 

they parted.  It would be their last encounter.  That same day [Barnewall 

Note:  That morning, just after breakfast…] Leo Emil Wanta was arrested by 

the Swiss police at the request of the American authorities.  It appeared that 

in the period 1982-1986 he would have accumulated an IRS debt of $14,000 
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in the State of Wisconsin [Barnewall Note:  Incorrect statement; the charges 

being filed against Wanta in 1993 were criminal… the 1980s tax events were 

all civil.].  The Somalian Ambassador landed in a Swiss prison cell and 

learned that on July 20, Foster, an intimate friend of many years’ standing of 

the Clinton family, was found dead in a park in Virginia with a pistol without 

fingerprints, in his hand.  Suicide.  Wanta was released mid-November 1993.  

The Israeli Prime Minister, [Yitzhak] Rabin, would have insisted on this, 

because, in the view of forced absence of the AmeriTrust’s Executive, 

practical problems had been created in the running of the company.  Wanta 

was [lawlessly extradited] expelled to the USA.  He received a 22-year 

sentence in Wisconsin regarding the affairs in Moscow and Geneva.  Until 

Sep ’96.  Then he wrote a letter to Hillary Clinton from his detention.  

Therein he spoke about ‘short-term notes’, which would be in the possession 

of her husband, and the sale of gold in which the International Monetary 

Fund would be involved.  Furthermore, he pointed out the part which he 

played in the destabilization of the Ruble, which, thanks to him, enriched the 

American Treasury with approx. 150 billion dollars.  At the end of the letter, 

he requested Mrs. Clinton kindly to see to it that he would be restored to his 

freedom.  This took place in Feb. ’97.” 

 

 There are obvious errors in this text, but for the most part it provides a good 

overview of what happened from the European perspective.  The entire article is much 

longer and describes the involvement of Europeans in the destruction of the Soviet ruble.  

One example of the errors is the reference to Falls Vending, for example.  It was a food 

services company… though I don’t think it would be inaccurate to say their vending 

machines were used to deliver other goods as well… even drugs.  With the mob 

connections of Frank Balistrieri in Detroit, Chicago and Las Vegas, that was part of the 

reason Wanta was involved with the undercover sting operation in Milwaukee to nail 

Balistrieri. 

 The letter to Hillary Clinton referred to in the above article is dated September 21, 

1996.   
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 Wanta’s letter was answered by Chief of Staff Erskine Bowles (who Leo calls 

“one of the good guys”).  The letter pointedly references “U.S. President Bill Clinton's 

Short Term Notes and IMF Sale of Bullion."  In the letter, Wanta spoke of his own "de-

stabilization of the Soviet Union Rubles (SUR)" and noted that he "prevented the Soviet 

& Italian Mafiosa from the Soviet Funds in favour of our U.S. Treasury & Metals 

Accounts in excess of US$ 150 billion."  
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 Wanta then threatened: "Until my legal release from the unconstitutional/false 

incarceration in Wisconsin – as a diplomat & non-resident – I am legally interested in the 

corporate placement of short-term notes & I.M.F. gold bullion/troy ounce delivery 

contract. Thank you for your kind assistance in this timely situation."  The letter (or 

letters) got results. One month later, Jan. 10, 1997, Wanta’s reply from Chief of Staff 

Bowles arrived:   

 
 

 And Leo Wanta has been fighting to gain control of his money ever since.  As the 

address used by Bowles to contact Wanta evidences, Wanta was already in prison in the 

State of Wisconsin for tax evasion – at this point in time, he had served one year of a 12-
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year sentence (with additional years required, up to 22 years).  How Wanta got arrested and 

imprisoned will be the focus of most of the rest of this book.   

 Leo sequestered himself in a hotel room and provided what security was available as he 

began sending FAXes to Vice President Dan Quayle asking for additional security for him and 

Howe.  The letters asking for additional security are a bit reminiscent of a recent Ambassador’s 

request for additional security in Benghazi, Libya, just prior to his death.  Wanta knew they 

needed help.  During a highly secret investigation, he had found a $1 billion bill in U.S. currency 

(more about that $1 billion bill in chapters about the Dane County, WI criminal trial).  Because 

the investigation was done under the name of Rick Reynolds (one of Wanta’s intelligence 

operative names known only to a few people at the time), the Singapore authorities were looking 

at Wanta with suspicion – they didn’t know that Rick Reynolds and Leo Wanta were the same 

person.  I do not believe these letters have been made public before (nor has the letter to Hillary 

Clinton).   

 Wanta wrote asking Quayle for more security.  Howe was killed when it was not 

provided.  Letter 1 – Letter 2 – Letter 3 – Letter 4 .  Immediately after Howe’s death, the  

Shah of Malaysia got Leo Wanta out of Singapore in a private jet.   

 Leo Wanta is, by nature, a positive person… perhaps it goes back to the days when he 

was 15 years old and Senator Wiley helped him overcome his stuttering by enrolling him in a 

Dale Carnegie Course.  Frankly, I believe it’s just part of his nature – the kind of nature that 

motivated a stuttering 15 year old to give a speech in the first place (where Wiley first heard 

him), the kind of nature that placed a 16 year old kid in a management role a year later over this 

same adult group studying Carnegie methods.  You can hear that positive sound in his voice 

when you talk with him. 

 These letters bother me because from letter-to-letter you can feel the lack of support from 

the U.S. Government becoming a reality in Leo Wanta’s mind.  He finally had to resort to a few 

point blank statements about the kind of intelligence the Singapore authorities would have access 

to if they decided to make him a formal part of a counterfeiting investigation in regard to the $1 

billion note he, as Rick Reynolds, had identified and provided authorities so the investigation 

could ensue.  He couldn’t tell the Singapore authorities of his intelligence identities without 

causing severe business repercussions for Aneko Credit PTE Ltd.  He was in a box… and he and 

Howe were in grave danger.  I used to like Dan Quayle… but remember well interviewing him in 

1998.  He came to a dinner in the town where I live and I was writing for a local business 

publication, at the time.  I asked him an in-depth question about business, a question he did not 

want to answer.  I still remember looking into what I perceived as some of the coldest eyes I’ve 

ever seen.  Up until that moment, he was all smiles for local reporters.  Leo Wanta’s letters and 

lack of response by Quayle to them verified for me what I saw in his eyes that night so long ago.   

Here is the text of the letters… the handwritten letters are linked here: 

 

LETTER NUMBER ONE: 

 

TELE: (202) 456-XXXX     CONFIDENTIAL FACSIMILE SA32NV & SA233MS 

 

TO (RECEIVER) : Mr. Vice President, Dan Quayle 

 

Teresa
Sticky Note
MigrationPending set by Teresa

Teresa
Sticky Note
Completed set by Teresa

Teresa
Typewritten Text
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FROM (SENDER): Leo E. Wanta  *Frank B. Ingram (FBI)  *Rick Reynolds 

COUNTRY/CITY: Singapore   DATE:  4 May 1992 

FACSIMILE NUMBERS GIVEN (Deleted from this copy) 

 

Mr. Vice President – 

 Confirming my recent conversation with Ms. ________, Office of the Vice 

President – I, Leo E. Wanta, USA Passport No. 020741034, a/k/a w/U.S. Treasury & 

Customs & Secret Service et al as – Frank B. Ingram (FBI (SA32NV and Rick Reynolds 

SA233MS 

 

Recently I uncovered certain US$1 Billion Treasury note, with copies, Attorney Affidavit 

of Singapore & Banking in which it is alleged that Singapore group was attempting to 

exchange for US Dollars, less % discount. 

 

Upon receipt of the exhibits, I at once contacted my S/S contacts in Bangkok, only to 

learn that my colleague, Spec. Agt. Robt. A. ________ -- Attache (Secret Service) 

retired, and was replaced by S.A. Jim ______  (last line on page illegible… faded and cut 

off). 

 

My special report was signed by my operative name – “Rick Reynolds,” and traced to 

“Leo E. Wanta” and suddenly I am detained by Singapore, and all USA evidence of 

counterfeiting, among other things, is confiscated, and my USA Passport in their control, 

allowing my “Illegal Detention.” 

 

Remember Leo & Frank & Rick “still equals only one U.S. operative.” 

 

You may recall I uncovered the Friday 13
th

 Reagan situation, etc. (assassination attempt 

as documented). 

 

I am only enclosing certain data to update my past with Pres. Bush & yourself at 

Peru/SAC ops, etc. 

 

Presidential Task Force – Trustee (208788) 

Presidential Advisory Council 

Senatorial Inner Circle 

Senatorial Club, etc. 

Past Nominee/Candidate – Insp Gen (DOD) 1981 

U.S. Customs Commissioner/1991 

Assistant Secy of Labor (1981) 

Wisc. Delegate & Officer 

American Defense Preparedness Association,  

(last line on page illegible… cut off). 

 

For added comfort & concern of my well-being & safety, I am copying my Attorney in 

Michigan for his evaluation, inter alia. 
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When the Singapore U.S. Embassy has the Customs Attache in charge of my welfare, 

since I wrote a negative report on (1989/90), this is quite a Conflict of Interest & 

unbelievable that Customs handles my “case” since I am with U.S.C.S. for many years. 

 

Something is amiss and I will not be too happy to wait this “strange situation” out, 

without an intelligent & acceptable USA response.  (Word crossed out)  ops are still on 

“the table.” 

 

I await my passport & exit Visa without further delay, Please Help! 

 

Best regards always, 

 

Leo E. Wanta (telephone number provided) 

 

LETTER TWO: 

(Same Header as Letter One) 6 May 1992 

 

Dear Mr. Vice President: 

 

I have heard nothing from Amb. Robt ____, nor the U.S. Embassy.  I have heard I am a 

target of the Singapore Investigation of the 1 Billion U.S. & Treasury Note which was 

recovered by Rick Reynolds, SA233MS in cooperation with U.S. Secret Service and U.S. 

Customs Service* -- I am illegally detained without USA Passport & USA 

representation.  Since Reynolds was the originator of the investigation and I (Leo Wanta) 

am the above-mentioned USA Operative, WHAT IS GOING ON!!  I respectfully expect 

USA support and comfort now & my immediate right (remainder of message cut off of 

page). 

 

LETTER THREE: 

 

Same header as above. 7 May 1992 

 

Dear Mr. Vice President – 

 

1. No assist or contact from U.S. Embassy; 

2. Pls see enclosures re:  LS $1 billion U.S. Treasury “Special Issue Note” 

3. Since I exposed the situation, it appears this situation is “contrary to U.S.A. law” 

& my U,.S.A. agreements, inter alia. 

 

My detainment is strongly illegal & since I was the Investigation Originator – highly.   

 

Remember, I am “on leave” as a Waukesha Cty Sheriff’s Deputy & our employee 

Association is standing by to alert news media. 

(last line cut off) 

 

Major Mutual Concerns (non-inclusive) 
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I. (List of 8 names follows) 

II. Air Force II – George Bush AU Pkg, _______ Edison, Indonesia, Adm M. _____, 

Col. C._____. 

III. Geo Schultz situation, State Secy 

IV Stinger Sales – H____ Operations 

V. DEA – US Customs Surveillance 

VI. OSI Ops – CIA Ops & Conspiracy 

VII Panama – Noriega Deal 

VIII. White House “Special Project” 

IX. J/Yen/CIA Currency, et al 

X. Financial Instruments, et al 

XI. We both have the « Master Listing » 

 

I need & expect cooperation soon! 

 

LETTER NUMBER FOUR: 

 

Same header as in #1, date 10 May 1992  

 

Pls inform Pres. Geo Bush due to my detainment, Singapore authorities have in their 

control Classified data, including – MIA Operation Cricket listing & other valued 

information.  Thank you for your support!! --- 

 

Respectfully submitted, Leo Emil Wanta et al (SA32NV, SA233MC 

P.S.  I am not enjoying this! 

 

 Quayle finally did act on Wanta’s behalf.  He was flown from Singapore to San 

Francisco (where he never went through Immigration), was immediately put on another 

plane and was taken to a Safe House in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  He was met in 

Toronto by several people one of whom was a Toronto Queen’s Counsel/lawyer with 

whom he would stay.  It was, Leo says, a beautiful home… very large, and it had a 

swimming pool.  Another of the welcoming party was a man named Ferro who would be 

arrested with Wanta in Lausanne, Switzerland the following year. 

 It was from this peaceful existence Wanta would be called a year later to run an 

intelligence operation called “Chaselet” – in 1993 in Switzerland where the relaxing 

swimming pool in Toronto turned into a deadly whirlpool.  The stakes of the already 

high-stakes game Wanta played shot up to a much higher level… and now he was having 

to play his hand while being drugged and kept prisoner in a Swiss dungeon. 

Additional supporting documents:  Kuwait Letter    and   Philippine Letter 
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